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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Ladies and gentlemen, Good afternoon. First of all, I would like to thank the organizer for giving me the opportunity to join and address such distinguished leaders from the international maritime community. 
- I am Jong-Woo Ahn who works for Korean Register as a deputy researcher. In today’s presentation, I will be speaking about innovative ship design for sustainable growth.
- The presentation is mainly focused on green ship technology.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The contents of the presentation are : 
- First, I will briefly introduce History of GHG Issues at IMO.
- Second, I will explain about Various Options for Sustainable Maritime Development.
- Third, I will present Innovative Ship Design Technologies for Reduction of Fuel Consumption.
   Hull Form & Propulsion Devices Technology, Machinery System Technology and Technology for Effective Operation & Management
- Finally, I will conclude with some remarks. 
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History of GHG issues at IMO History of GHG issues at IMO 

1. Introduction



 

UNFCCC (1992)
UNFCCC is a “Rio Convention”, one of three adopted at the “Rio Earth summit” in 1992 and entered into force on 21 

March 1994. Its ultimate objective is to achieve stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at 
a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.



 

Kyoto Protocol(1997)
Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997 and entered into force on 16 February 2005. It 

commits industrialized countries to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions based on the principles of UNFCCC 
convention.



 

MEPC 57(2008)
Proposed 9 fundamental principles as a basis for future regulations on GHG emissions from ships.



 

MEPC 62(2011)
Adoption of the amendments to MARPOL Annex VI on inclusion of a new Chapter 4 on energy efficiency of ships.
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Kyoto Protocol
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change was adopted at the “Rio Earth summit” in 1992 and entered into force on 21 March 1994.
   Its ultimate objective is to achieve stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.
- Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997 and entered into force on 16 February 2005.
   It commits industrialized countries to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions based on the principles of UNFCCC convention.
- IMO adopted the GHG emission control code by amending the MARPOL Annex as effective as 1 January 2013 since it has started its discussion in 2008. 
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Various Options for Sustainable Maritime DevelopmentVarious Options for Sustainable Maritime Development



 

As noted by IMO “the best package of measures for a ship to improve efficiency differs to a great 

extent depending upon ship type, cargoes, routes and other factors...” (MEPC.1/Circ.683). The key 

issue is to determine which one is most appropriate, effective and implementable for a particular ship 

and service.



 

In fact, 66% of vessel’s operational cost is generally understood due to fuel, which drives us to what 

should be developed in so called “Green Ship Technology”, namely reduction of fuel consumption.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- As noted by IMO “the best package of measures for a ship to improve efficiency differs to a great extent depending upon ship type, cargoes, routes and other factors...” (MEPC.1/Circ.683).
- The key issue is to determine which ones are most appropriate, effective and implementable for a particular ship and service. 
- In fact, 66% of vessel’s operational cost is generally understood due to fuel, which drives us to what should be developed in so called “Green Ship Technology”, namely reduction of fuel consumption.
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Innovative Ship Design Technologies for Reduction of Fuel ConsumInnovative Ship Design Technologies for Reduction of Fuel Consumptionption

Hull Form Related Technology Propulsion Devices Technology

Machinery System Technology Technology for Effective Operation 
& Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- In order to save fuel, there are many cross related technologies and they can be grouped into four aspects such as,
   hull form related technology, propulsion devices technology, machinery system technology and technology for effective operation and management
- All methodologies mentioned are well researched by concerned and responsible maritime sectors. 
   However, it is to be reminded that all have the same purpose of saving energy and most of the technologies have been touched upon in the past but could not be realized due to cost effectiveness.
   Therefore, nowadays The main focus is to develop sustainable green ship technologies in a cost effective way.




Hull Form and Propulsion Devices Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Many challenges of the hull design optimization have been carried out by ship designers.
- I will addresses issues related to the basic full form design including selecting proper proportions, reducing resistance by optimizing the hull form and appendage design. 
- And then, introduce devices used to improve the efficiency of propeller as well as technologies to reduce hull frictional resistance.     
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Design ExperienceDesign Experience

Hull optimization

• Forebody optimization
• Afterbody optimization
• Propeller wake optimization
• Optimization structure design

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Model Experiment

• Prediction of EHP
• Self propulsion analysis
• Performance assessment for ESDs

• Results verification

Bulb design Wake optimization 

Dimension optimization

TRIM CALCULATION & OPTIMIZATION

VISCOUS FLUID ANALYSIS AROUND 
HULL FORM WITH APPENDAGE

Hull Form OptimizationHull Form Optimization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- From the stage of basic design for marketing and initial concept design, to model test step, as you can see this slide, ship designers are constantly striving to improve even 1% of fuel efficiency.
- Improvements in the sophistication and ease of application of analytical tools and techniques for vessel design, for example CFD, have enabled the designer to optimize and explore alternative solutions that were previously unavailable.  
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Bulb and ForeBulb and Fore--body Design Optimizationbody Design Optimization

Introduction of new bulb type

• Decrease of wave resistance
• Increase of buoyancy
• Increase of seakeeping ability
• Increase of productivity for stem part

Comparison of wave patterns

x / L
- 0 . 5 0 0 . 5

Comparison of wave profiles

ECO_BOW
CONVENTIONAL_BOW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Forebody optimization includes consideration of the bulb design to reduce wave-making resitance.
- Typical examples are Bulbless, AX and Leadge bow developed by Koean and Japanese shipyards.
- These unique type of bow shape are well known as that they are very effective to reduce wave making resistance and wave added resistance.
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AftAft--body and Propeller Design Optimizationbody and Propeller Design Optimization

Introduction of state of the art stern type

• Decrease of viscous form and stern wave 
resistance
• Increase of self-propulsive efficiency

(Decrease thrust deduction factor)
• Propeller design optimization

Propeller open water performance

Analysis of thrust deduction factor 
Propeller design

Analysis of viscous boundary layer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Afterbody optimization includes efforts to mitigate stern waves, improve flow into the propeller and avoid eddy effects.
- The new concept of hybrid stern type, which is developed by combination of conventional U-shaped stern for full and slow ship and V-shaped stern for slender and fast, are applied to new hull form design in order to reduce viscous pressure resistance and increase self-propulsive efficiency.
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Low Friction PaintLow Friction Paint

Low Friction Paint

Marine Growth Towing Tank-Test

Circulation Water Channel-Test



 

Special paints for hull surface


 

Prevent settlement of aquatic fouling organisms


 

Low friction


 

KR has developed the two test procedures to estimate how much the paints affect friction 
coefficient of a flat surface in towing tank and circulation water channel tank. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The reduction of hull surface friction is also contributing to saving the total energy consumption of sailing.
- Among the methods presented recently, using special paints for hull surface is raised; 
- these have been categorized into two purposes mainly: preventing settlement of aquatic fouling organisms and low friction itself from a hydrodynamic aspect.
- KR has developed the two test procedures to estimate how much the paints affect friction coefficient of a flat surface in towing tank and circulation water channel test. 




Machinery System Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- There are lots of technologies suggested in maritime industries to reduce GHG and harmful gas emission during the ship operation. 
- KR is developing new technologies for machinery systems. 
- From now on, I am going to introduce our research efforts in the field of machinery system technology.
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Fuel Cell TechnologyFuel Cell Technology

Project Nations FC type Period Results

FELLOWSHIP Norway 330KW MCFC 
(LNG for Fuel) 2003-2013 18,500hrs demo

ZEMSHIP Germany 100KW PEMFC
(Hydrogen for Fuel) 2006-2010 09’-10’ demo

METHAPU Europe 20KW SOFC
(Methanol for Fuel) 2006-2010 100hrs demo

…
 

… …
 

… …
 

… …
 

… …
 

… Japan, Super Eco Ship 

Germany, e4ship

Norway, FellowShip

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Fuel cell technology using hydrogen as fuel has one of potential power sources that replace the internal combustion engine due to high efficiency and little emission gases. 
- The figure shows the worldwide status of marine fuel cell technology development.
- For efficient development of the marine fuel cell system, KR played an important role to set up “Research society for environmental-friendly fuel cell ship” in 2009.
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Waste Heat Recovery System (ORC)Waste Heat Recovery System (ORC)

Pilot ORC SystemMid-low Temperature Heat Recovery System

Performance Assessment  Type of working fluid, Refrigerant Dilution Ratio
 Design of turbine blade

Safety Assessment  System safety
 Refrigerant ignition & Explosion 

System optimization  Evaluation of possible potential energy   
 Concept & detailed design by using cycle analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Waste heat recovery is now a commercially available technology for some ships.
- Waste heat recovery systems use thermal heat loss from the exhaust gas for either electricity generation or additional propulsion with a shaft motor.
- KR has been focusing on the development of ORC, namely Organic Rankine Cycle.
- It is one of heat recovery system  which uses  organic refrigerant as a working fluid in stead of the steam.
- ORC is suitable for mid-low temperature heat source 160~200 ℃, and it can produce electric power.        
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R&D Project for Development of SVRU R&D Project for Development of SVRU 



 

Emission from crude oil tank is an air pollutant called VOC(Volatile Organic 
Compound) when bunkering. KR is developing the system for recovering and 
storing VOC. KR established a pilot system which has 2,000 m3/hr capacity.    

Compressor

Refrigerator

Condensation of 
propane & butane

Membrane

Separation of 
N2 /CO2 /VOC

Storage

Storage of hydro-
carbon gas 

Fuel consumption 
equipment

Generation of ther-
mal energy

Simulated gas
(VOC+inert gas)

Simulated gas
(VOC+inert gas)

Simulated gas 
supplement

Flame arrestor

Flash back 
prevention

Knock-out 
drum

Elimination of dust, 
impurities, etc.

Scrubber

Elimination of liquid 
phase composition

Pilot system (2,000 m3/hr SVRU)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Emission from crude oil tank is an air pollutant called VOC(Volatile Organic Compound) when bunkering.
- KR is developing the system for recovering and storing VOC. KR established a pilot system which has 2,000 m3/hr capacity.
- This is the first trail for developing the system having both recovery and storage functionalities. 
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Hybrid Power System Hybrid Power System 

Hybrid Power System (Pilot test facility) 

Test and Possible Technology Development

System Test 

 

System performance and safety (Failure rate) for 
different sailing scenarios

Fuel Cell Test  Performance and safe operation of fuel cells

Tech. 
Development 

Pilot



 

Technology for hybrid power system boarding on 
ships (Division design, etc.)


 

Technology for safe operation and optimal power 
management of hybrid power system

Marine Hybrid Power System

Performance 
Evaluation

 System performance for different sailing scenarios
 Power quality and performance of fuel cells

Safety 
Evaluation

 Safety of hybrid power system
 Safety (Failure rate) of fuel cells 

Test Bed Concept

MCFC stack

Converter

Water 
Treatment
unit

Switchboard

Load 
leveler

Control room

L/B, ESS,
Electrical panel(IEMS
, etc.)

MBOPEBOP

D/G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- To evaluate system compatibility, a marine hybrid power system including fuel cell, diesel engines and battery was evaluated in terms of performance and safety. 
For that, KR built the pilot test facility in cooperation with POSCO Energy in 2013.
With this test facility, the performance and safety for fuel cell itself and the fuel cell system are being tested.
As a result, technologies for hybrid power system boarding on ships and for safe operation and optimal power management of hybrid power system will be obtained.




Technology for Effective Operation 
& Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- An operator’s most direct and useful tools for improving a vessel’s performance are operational decisions made on a daily basis on 
how to conduct a voyage, perform regular maintenance and monitor fuel consumption efficiencies.
- Every voyage offers the opportunity to optimize speed, find the safest route through calm seas and make sure the ship is sailing at the best draft and trim and turned to keep course efficiency.  
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Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP)Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP)

Planning Implementation Monitoring Self-evaluation and 
Improvement

 Procedure
 Measures



 

Optimum trim /ballast


 

Improved cargo handling


 

Improved voyage planning 


 

Just in time


 

Optimum propeller and propeller inflow considerations


 

Optimum use of rudder and heading control 
systems(autopilot)



 

Waste heat recovery


 

Propulsion system


 

Fuel Type


 

Other measures



 

Improved fleet 
management



 

Energy management



 

Speed optimization


 

Optimized shaft power



 

Weather routing



 

Propulsion system maintenance


 

Hull maintenance



 

IMO SEEMP GUIDELINES (MEPC 213(63), 2012) entered into force on 1 
January 2013.



 

IMO leads CO2 emission reduction through voluntary effort of ship company. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- These efforts speak directly to the goals of the recently mandated IMO guidelines on Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan.
- The SEEMP seeks to improve a ship’s energy efficiency through four steps: planning, implementation, monitoring and self-evaluation and improvement. 

 1) Planning is the most critical stage of the SEEMP to determine the expected improvement of ship energy efficiency.
 2) Implementation is to establish a system for implementation of the selected measures of planning.
 3) The energy efficiency of a ship should be monitored quantitatively. The EEOI developed by IMO could be considered as the primary monitoring tool.
 4) Self-evaluation and improvement is the final stage of management cycle. This stage should provide meaning feedback for the coming first stage.     
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KR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEMKR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEM



 

Eco/Energy Efficiency Portal System Buildup with SEEMP



 

System Accessibility / Operational Efficiency Improvement by Web-based Portal service

 Eco/Energy Efficiency Portal System Buildup with SEEMP

 System Accessibility / Operational Efficiency Improvement by Web-based Portal service

KR
SEEMP

PORTAL

KR
SEEMP

PORTAL

KRKR

Ship CompanyShip Company ShipShipHigh-efficiency Fleet ManagementHigh-efficiency Fleet Management

Implementation of Energy 

Efficiency Improvement 

Implementation of Energy 

Efficiency Improvement

Consulting of Energy 

Efficiency Improvement 

Consulting of Energy 

Efficiency Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KR is building up a portal SEEMP system connecting a class, a ship company and a ship to provide an easy accessibility and an operational efficiency improvement by web-based portal service. 

Innovative KR WEB PORTAL 
 Related IMO/Class Rules Notice
 Ship EEOI Improvement Measures Notice
 SEEMP Data Input/Storage of Registered Ship
 Real-time Ship Monitoring
 Efficiency Evaluation and Voyage Recommendation
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KR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEMKR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEM

KR-SEEMP System Architecture

Propulsion system

GPS

Anemometer
Loading computer

WHRS

Auto-Ballast System

Interface m
odule

Interface m
odule

[KR-SEEMP Function]
- Improved voyage planning / Weather routing
- Speed Optimization / Optimum Trim / Optimum Ballast
- Eco-friendly ship via CO2 measuring 

: Communication line, Wireless or Wired

Note : Protocol and hardware for communication depend on the vendors. 

VDR

ECDIS

GYRO 
COMPASS

AUTO PILOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- KR-SEEMP system can be linked with several ship devices such as GPS, anemometer, VDR, ECDIS, auto pilot and if possible, other additional equipment.
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KR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEMKR WEB PORTAL SEEMP SYSTEM

Graphical User Interface Module

Sensor and Machinery
Interface Module

Calculation and Process
Module

SEEMP Database

KR SEEMP
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

KR SEEMP
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Input Voyage/SEEMP 
Improvement Plan 

Input Voyage/SEEMP 
Improvement Plan

Voyage/Engine Data 
Receiving 

Voyage/Engine Data 
Receiving

Efficiency Prediction / 
Voyage Recommendation

Efficiency Prediction / 
Voyage Recommendation

SEEMP Related data Storage
BEST PRACTICE Searching
SEEMP Related data Storage
BEST PRACTICE Searching

Voyage Recommendation / 
Real-time EEOI Monitoring
Voyage Recommendation / 
Real-time EEOI Monitoring

Output SEEMP Results / Voyage 
Evaluation 

Output SEEMP Results / Voyage 
Evaluation

EEOI / 
SEEMP

Data 
Processing 
/ Storage /
Operator 
Display 
Output 

EEOI / 
SEEMP

Data 
Processing
/ Storage /
Operator 
Display 
Output

USER / OPERATORUSER / OPERATOR

SYSTEMSYSTEM

ON-Board System(S/W)ON-Board System(S/W)

“ECO=INNOVATIVE 
KR” 

WEB SERVER

“ECO=INNOVATIVE 
KR”

WEB SERVER

DATABASEDATABASE
EEOI SW

(FUEL EFFICIENCY/CO2 
EMISSION) 

EEOI SW
(FUEL EFFICIENCY/CO2 

EMISSION)OPTIMAL VOYAGE CALCULATOR
(ROUTE 

PLANNING/TRIM/BALAST) 

OPTIMAL VOYAGE CALCULATOR
(ROUTE 

PLANNING/TRIM/BALAST)FLEET MANAGEMENT
(JUST IN TIME/CARGO 

HANDLING) 

FLEET MANAGEMENT
(JUST IN TIME/CARGO 

HANDLING)

CLIENT(SHIP/COMPANY)CLIENT(SHIP/COMPANY)

Improvement Plan (Output) InputImprovement Plan (Output) Input

Efficiency (Prediction/Output) OutputEfficiency (Prediction/Output) Output

KRKR

Improvement Measures Data GatheringImprovement Measures Data Gathering

Consulting Case GatheringConsulting Case Gathering

Ship Company/Ship Efficiency Data 
Gathering 

Ship Company/Ship Efficiency Data 
Gathering

SEEMP Data ValidationSEEMP Data Validation

WEB SystemWEB System

Real-time Voyage Data TransmissionReal-time Voyage Data Transmission

Real-time Voyage Recommendation 
Receiving 

Real-time Voyage Recommendation 
Receiving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- A user or operator on board can input a voyage data and a SEEMP improvement plan, 
and then KR provides a voyage recommendation with real-time EEOI monitoring results and SEEMP results with a voyage evaluation.
- On the web portal system, a client (ship/company) can input an improvement plan of energy efficiency, and then KR provides EEOI prediction/output.
- When the real-time voyage data is transmitted to the web server, the optimal voyage plan of routing, trim/ballast results are provided. 
- For a fleet management, KR provides real-time voyage recommendations to arrive in time. 
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ConclusionsConclusions



 

Marine transportation has been developed throughout the shipping history for 

thousands of years.  Shipping, on a globally averaged basis, is highly efficient and low- 

carbon-intensity freight transport mode. At the same time, the sector’s contribution to 

climate change is not large considering  the sheer volume of international ship-based 

commerce.   



 

Recently, the most important issue in the field of shipping and shipbuilding industries 

is to develop sustainable green ship technologies in a cost effective way.



 

The co-operations and partnerships among ship owners, designers, ship yards, 

operators, charterers, cargo owners, classification societies, ports and traffic 

management services are crucial for a successful shift of paradigm to create sustainable 

growth for shipping and shipbuilding industries.



Thank you for your attention!

Ph. D Jong-Woo Ahn

Email. ahnjwoo@krs.co.kr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Thank you for your attention, ladies and gentlemen.
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